BACK OF HOUSE RETAIL SOLUTIONS

$33,000. That’s the fine that OSHA levied
on a national retail store when inspectors
discovered a pile of beverage cartons
blocking one of its store’s back exits.
Blocked aisleways and exit paths are a serious
safety hazard and can rack up hefty fines.
There is no guaranteed way to keep OSHA
at bay, but one thing that can help is to place
prominent floor markings around exits and
breaker boxes (as shown above) to serve as a
constant reminder to staff that these designated
areas must be kept clear and may not be used
to store boxes, cartons or other items.
Blocked exits can happen anywhere. If the retail
store had marked its floors better, it might have
prevented a $33,000 fine and OSHA citation.
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EGRESS Marking KITS
Kits are a great alternative to
painting. Facility operations can
resume immediately upon completing
installation of these kits, which are
quick and simple to install.
No need for a measuring tape, these
pre-cut strips are measured for you.
Door kits are available for 36”, 42”,
48”, or we can completely customize
any length in our standard or printed
Superior Mark™ tape.

Pre-cut strips are an easy
way to quickly mark exits
and egress pathways.

Pre-cut pieces feature our
patented beveled edge
design and quick peel liner.

Maximize adhesion to the
floor by using one of our
Superior Mark™ tamper
carts. see pg. 8

Use pre-cut kits to create a
visually appealing workplace
that communicates safety
messages clearly.

Superior Mark™ Glow is the only beveled edge tape on the
market that glows in the dark and is also brightly colored in
the light!
All other glow in the dark floor tapes are that familiar greenish
off-white color in the light. Our Superior Mark™ Glow tapes
can be any regular color in the light and still glow in the dark!
This product, like our Superior Mark™, can also be custom
printed and is available in 2” and 4” widths.
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LIGHTS OFF

Electrical Panel Kit

Eye Wash Kit

Fire Extinguisher Kit

ENCOURAGE OSHA
COMPLIANCE
With Superior Mark™ Pre-Cut Floor Kits
Superior Mark™ pre-cut floor kits include pieces of
printed floor marking tape to clearly mark various
items in your warehouse.
With puzzle-cut corners, you can easily peel
and stick the pre-cut pieces of the kit to create
an eye-catching message in minutes.
Current Kits Available:
•

Eye Wash Stations

•

Electrical Panels

•

Fire Extinguishers

•

First Aid Kits

•

AED Oxygen

We also have completely customizable options
available.
Border kits are available in both 2” and 4” widths.
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